The best seat in the house.

The time is almost upon us! It’s the perfect time to gear up and get ready for game day, and no matter what sport it is, you’ll want the best setup to get you through the season. At Best Buy, we’ll help you find the perfect TV for your room and your budget. That way, you’ll be able to enjoy the action from your living room, without ever feeling like you’re sitting in the nosebleed section.

HDR compatibility, with a refresh rate of 120Hz in an OLED model. A Home Expert consultation from a Best Buy Game days and nights are quickly approaching, get your home ready with a free consultation from a Home Expert. We’ll help you find the right connection so you can watch your favorite team or sport. From cable or satellite, to an antenna to catch some of your local sports action, let us help you find the right provider to meet all your sport-watching needs. In reality, there probably isn’t one that will get you all the games you want to watch. From streaming services like Hulu+ Live TV, fuboTV, Sling TV, Philo or one of the many others available today, or even a basic cable package, you’ll have a full slate of sports to choose from.

With all the different ways to bring content to your TV, it can be difficult to find the right one. The game, the food: outside is where it’s at. From TVs to game day goodies, we’ve got you covered. What’s better than a grilled hot dog, burger or brat? Tailgate at home with our amazing selection of grills. Like pizza? A pizza grill makes your favorite treat even more delicious. We even have kegerators for those who want a drink or two during the game. In a house full of kids, we know every game needs to be accompanied by an oven complete with an air fryer built in for those fried foods, or a refrigerator packed with snacks. Looking for simpler solutions? Stand-alone air fryers give a tasty crunch to all kinds of foods, while popcorn makers, slow cookers and blenders make any game-day treat scrumptious. We even have kegerators for those who want a drink or two during the game. In a house full of kids, we know every game needs to be accompanied by an oven complete with an air fryer built in for those fried foods, or a refrigerator packed with snacks. Looking for simpler solutions? Stand-alone air fryers give a tasty crunch to all kinds of foods, while popcorn makers, slow cookers and blenders make any game-day treat scrumptious.

Sound is where it’s at. The crack of the bat. Earth-shaking hits. The swoosh of a basketball through the net. It’s game time, are you ready? Let a Home Expert show you all the major and small appliance options that make that sound. Our Home Experts will not only show you how it works and give you a demo of the action—hearing every grunt, hit and crowd roar. It’s the ultimate in surround sound. In a football game, you’re practically in the center of the stadium—right where it’s at. IIf you’re watching tennis, for example, you hear the ball move from right to left as you watch the match. In a basketball game, speakers all around you, even in the ceiling, to place the sound throughout the room. With stunning audio, all of these visuals become amplified tenfold, and we can help you outfit your kitchen with a full appliance suite to rock the game day menu like a pro.
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